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Frank Scoblete is back to share even more secrets and tips for craps players looking to get an edge

on the game. Frank thoroughly explains his proven Cutting Edge Craps technique with photos and

words that make his method easy for anyone to learn, whether you're a veteran of the craps table or

new to the game.Frank has a variety of elements to his teaching system, including how to set the

dice to improve the odds of hitting different sets of numbers, how to throw the dice in a controlled

manner, why using the 5-Count will reduce the house's edge, and how to push the casino to offer a

better game for you than others get. Everyone else at the craps table is gambling, but you'll be the

only one with improved odds at the table after reading Cutting Edge Craps.
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This advanced book goes where no other craps books have gone in the past. Frank explains the

topics of table surface conditions, advanced betting styles, patterns of dice control performance and

a few secrets are revealed. Dice sets are explained in detail with the player's edge calculations vs.

random rollers. If you are series about dice control and the game of craps, this book is a must for

your collection.



I've seen Frank and Dom play in person, and they are the real deal. I have read all the major books

on craps both by Frank and other authors, and this one contains a wealth of new information. It's not

for the beginner jumping straight to advanced topics with minimal information on even how the

game is played. If you're new to the game then you may consider getting " Forever Craps" instead

which is a great introduction to the game.As far as this book goes, it delves into several key pieces

of dice control such as correspondence, 'On Axis' Control, and advanced information on the ER of

various dice sets. It also contains the first information I've ever seen in print detailing in depth the

advantage of using a different dice set.This is a must read for anyone serious about the game.

Get in, strap-in and hold on... this is truely an advanced-level strategy book for the advanced-level

craps-lover! Best to have read and studied for a long time the Cutting Edge Craps: Shoot To Win

edition first... as this latest book is the graduate-school of craps study. The book will take you light

years beyond where other authors journey. The end title says it all... it is for serious players!

I love reading to learn if the subject interests me, and craps always has. Recommend starting with

one of his beginner books before moving on to this. A little too technical and advanced for me so far,

but fun to read.

Great read. After reading "Casino Craps shoot to win", I didn't think anything else could be said.

Wrong. No BS and very clear, for the serious player. If you play craps, serious, or for

recreation...You need both books. A wealth of knowledge at a bargain price.David McGee

I have been a crap player for years, but the information that Frank Scoblete and Dominator have put

into this book I never thought of! The strategies that they present in this book are just terrific!If you

have bought any of Frank's other books on craps, this is must for you!

This gives new info or weapons to the controlled on axis shooter. If you are not than it is bit of

wasted money for you. With that said however if you get on a table and are having a session where

your dice are behaving properly, you could take advantage of this info for that period or roll and then

revert back to a conservative or beginner betting style. Either way it is a new way to play the game

but it should not be your first or only book.



Book is an excellent continuation of Scoblete's writings on the game of craps. If you are serious

about playing this game this author is a must read.
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